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Abstract

We present a practical implementation of a video avatar

system of which character consists of transferred video

images and preprocessed local data. A composition of

these data enable the avatar’s appearance to be consistent

with the 3D environment as well as reduce the amount of

data that has to be transferred through the network.
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1. Introduction

Communication between distant places using virtual

reality (VR) systems has become popular as network in-

frastructures have grown to large enough the widespread

use of VR. Among communications using VR systems,

the development of avatar, which represents a user’s in-

tentions through the actions of a computer-graphic char-

acter in a virtual world, has become a focus of study.

Figure 1 illustrates a simple avatar system. Although an

avatar system usually is for duplex communication, to

simplify the following explanations, we assume that the

avatar system as a simplex one, which classifies users into

two groups, the presenter, whose image is represented as

an avatar, and the audience, who watches the virtual scene

showing the avatar of the presenter.

Hi!

Avatar

Control

Hi!

Rendering

Virtual World

Presenter
Audience

Fig. 1: Example of a one-way avatar system.

Of all present avatar types, video avatars, for which

the presenter’s image on video is transferred through a

network and displayed in a virtual space, appear the most

natural to the audience and give a visceral user interface

to the presenters. In a conventional video avatar system,

images of the user are captured by video camera in real-

time and mapped onto a flat polygon (billboard) with

transparent information in order to display the avatar in a

virtual 3D space. Figure 2 illustrates the use of a billboard

in a video avatar system.

Fig. 2: Illustration of a video avatar system.

Another trend in VR is the use of immersive projection

displays (IPD), which display surround-images on a spe-

cial screen (cylindrical, spherical, plane, etc)[1][2]. They

are attracting attention because of their ability to create

the sensation of being immersed in a scene.

Fig. 3: Walkthrough application in a virtual city.

Using our IPD systems, we have studied the walk-

through applications [3][4] shown in Figure 3. In the stud-

ies, we developed a virtual model of an 8th-century city

that allows users to watch a lecture by a commentator

who is at a distant location. For the purpose of smooth

communication between lecturer and audience, we have



desired a more practical video avatar of the lecturer. Most

studies on avatars have focused on the presentations of the

avatar itself. However, our focus of interest is the walk-

through in a virtual world; therefore, we have paid at-

tention to the system’s practicability and the consistency

between the virtual world and the avatar. In section 2

of this paper, we examine the problems about af video

avatars in these aspects. Our avatar implementation is

described in section 3.

2. Problems of Video Avatars

Video avatar systems currently have many problems

related to practical use. In particular, it is difficult for a

2D image to appear to be consistent with a 3D polygonal

environment. This is because the real-time computations

that would facilitate such a presentation are too heavy.

Furthermore, the huge amount of data needed for sending

video images incurs a heavy network load.

2.1 Consistency between 2D and 3D

Video avatar systems obtain 2D-image information

about a user by camera. Therefore the relative position

of the user and the camera depends on an the hardware

implementation.

However, the position of avatar and that of the vir-

tual viewpoint are in the virtual environment of the video

avatar application. For example, a general walkthrough

in an environment with avatars dynamically changes in

two aspects.

• The audience’s operation changes the viewpoint of the

scene.

• The presenter’s operation moves the avatar character

in the virtual environment.

Although these two aspects are essential for the walk-

through avatar application, we found there were practical

difficulties when it comes to keeping consistency between

the 2D video image and the rendered 3D image. We could

separate these difficulties into two types. The first diffi-

culty is caused by the change in viewpoint. The second

one concerns the relation between the avatar character

and the geometrical information consisted in the virtual

environment.

Regarding the first problem. one camera can capture

only one aspect of the user; therefore, several images cap-

tured by different cameras are necessary to show the dif-

ferent viewpoints. However, it is impractical to send im-

ages taken from every view angle over existing networks.

Many video avatar systems are trying to make 3D im-

age by depth information. Hirose et al. have studied

2.5D avatars [5]. They include 3D information obtained

by analyzing stereo images made from the video image.

Theoretically, this information can create a 3D model of

users. However, the computationally heavy task of the 3D

recognition process makes it difficult for the avatar sys-

tem to work in real-time. Moreover, complexity of the 3D

recognition process may lead to distortion of the avatar’s

shape. As far as facial appearance goes, I. Essa et al. have

succeeded in the real-time extraction of facial parameters

[6]. V. Rajan et al. have developed a video avatar with ge-

ometrical data.It is relatively easy to make a 3D model of

a face from a stereo image, because the face has a simple

topology and consists of characteristically similar parts

with which the face can be modeled as an arrangement

of these parts. However, the correct modeling of hands,

and the other parts important for non-verbal communi-

cation is a much more complicated task for video-based

recognition of geometrical shape. Hands not only make

occlusions, which makes it difficult to perform pattern

matching on the image, but also require a precise recog-

nition of 3D geometries for the purpose of communication

by gesture. Although a range finder can help to obtain

the 3D geometrical information, it cannot reconstruct a

3D model of a subject with occlusions. It is also difficult

to combine information gotten from multiple range find-

ers and multiple cameras in real-time. Using the ability of

recent hardware accelerations, R. Yang et al. have devel-

oped a system for a real-time view synthesis [8]. However,

a precise synthesis of images requires much computation

and many cameras each shooting respectively a narrow

sector of angles.

Regarding the second problem (the relation between

movement of the avatar character and the virtual envi-

ronment), deeper difficulties soon become apparent. The

lack of consistency between the 2D image and 3D geom-

etry in moving avatars within the virtual world impairs

the presenter’s ability to walk in front of the camera. The

constraints are that:

• The whole body of the presenter has to be in the cam-

era image.

• The user’s background has to be covered with chroma-

key color.

• The geometry of the virtual scene may differ from that

of the studio’s environment.

In spite of these problems, we want an avatar to be able to

walk for the purpose of natural presentation in a virtual

environment. Concerning the view angle of the camera,

K. Nakakita et al. have studied a technique for tracing the

movement of a user in an IPD for a video avatar system

[9]. Regarding alpha extraction, M. Hirose et al. have

captured images of a user in an IPD system by momen-

tarily displaying a blue image of the whole screen with-

out chroma-key cloth[10]. Y. Kawahara et al. have used

thermal information instead of color information[11]. S.

Prince et al. have used video-capture images for an aug-

mented reality application [12] in which a video avatars

walks as walking in real space. Recent virtual studios

enable to composite virtual objects into an actual scene

using a range finder instead of chroma-key colors [13].

However, even if we could obtain the actual movement

of the user, we would still have difficulty to place the bill-

board in accordance with his of her motion. For example,

if the motion of the user is not consistent with the 3D ge-

ometry of the virtual world, the avatar’ foot may appear



to slip on the virtual floor. In particular, the calculations

of the video avatar system become much simpler when the

camera statically captures a specific angle of the user.

Adding to the problem mentioned above, the studio

holding the cameras and the user limited in that it is

indoors. Therefore our city-size walkthrough application

requires a movement method that overcomes this space

limitation.

2.2 Network load

A video transfer system may require more data capac-

ity than the network has available.

To reduce the network load of sending video images,

some video encoding systems are supposed to enable view-

ing of video pictures transferred in real-time through ex-

isting networks. However, most of these encoding tasks

are too heavy for them to work online. Some encoding

systems that work in “real-time” involve some latency.

When we are communicating, we desire a rapid response;

therefore we cannot use a computationally heavy encod-

ing technique no matter how great the compression.

Moreover, the transferred image needs to be of a higher

resolution if it is used in IPD systems. Specifically, the

audience sees the whole figure of the video avatar in the

virtual world of the walk-through system of the avatar.

Consequently, if we specify the resolution for displaying

the avatar’s face when it is near the audience, the data

for displaying the entire video image become several times

the size of facial data. Given a limited network capacity,

this will reduce the frame rate of the walk through.

3. Composition of an Avatars

As stated above, existing video avatar systems contain

complex and delicate constraints affecting precise opera-

tion. Here we offer a simple and practical implementation

for video avatars in a walkthrough environment. Our pol-

icy of the implementation can be described as follows.

Partial transfer We transfer images only for a part

(or few parts) of the body, and weight each image

in accordance with its importance.

Composition We support the transferred image by pre-

pared local data, which is designed to fit the geo-

metrical information of the virtual 3D environment.

Control of network load We dynamically control the

resolution of image and a frame rate of transfer in

order to change an emphasis for intensity of the

video image in accordance with the context of com-

munication.

3.1 Partial transfer

Although video images can represent non-verbal in-

formation, their data size is far bigger than other me-

dia such as text or audio. The large amount of data

could possibly overload the network infrastructure unless

the video information is selected according to its impor-

tance. Considering the resolution of IPD system and its

size of data resource, this selection becomes even more

important[14][15].

We could weight each part of the body according to

its magnitude of reference in non-verbal communication.

For example, humans are quite sensitive about faces by

nature. We usually identify other people by their faces,

and guess their feelings from facial expressions. Together

with this facial information, hands and arm gestures con-

vey essential information in non-verbal communication.

On the other hand, there are few gestures which require

movement of lower body, except in sports or special out-

door activities. In fact, the legs of an avatar move only

when the whole avatar character walks through in the

virtual world, which means that only a small amount of

information is needed to display actions in a standard for-

mat, i.e., walk, run, turn, etc.

Whole upper body
	 -large gestures
	 -sports 

     Limbs
	 -source of
           most gestures
	

 	 Face
	 -identification
	 -facial expressions
	

 Lower body
	 -movement
	 -few gestures
	 -sports

Fig. 4: Importance of different parts of the body in
non-verbal communication.Most non-verbal commu-
nications use only the face and upper body.

Accordingly, we selectively transfer only video images

that contain information required for communication. By

using the following technique, this restriction of the pre-

senter’s video image not only reduces the network load but

also solves the computation cost for real-time estimations

of transferred video.

Instead of a costly real-time processing for the cap-

tured image, we simply obtain many camera images from

different angles, which become preprocessed local data in

the audience’s system. This local data consists of polygon

data or movie files and compensate for the lack of avatar

parts in the composition, as shown in Figure 5. This sup-

plemental local data are enabled with certain actions and

operated with a small amount of information sent from

the presenter.

Billboards making up the avatar are rendered with a

transferred video as a texture (Figure 5). The transferred

video image, captured by one of many cameras, must be

chosen from the presenter’s images so that the avatar’s

image looks natural from the audience’s viewpoint in the

current walkthrough scene. The number of choices is di-

rectly related to the number of cameras, if the system

does not interpolate these images.
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Fig. 5: Transferred partial image and supplemental
parts. The transferred video image is combined with
local data. Multiple cameras are used instead of 3D
recognition. A special function controls the network
load of the transfer system.

3.2 Composition

We have to combine the transferred video image and

the preprocessed local data in order to obtain the whole

avatar. We evaluated two kinds of preprocessed local

data. The first type is movie data, which is captured,

then edited. The second type is a polygon model.

3.2.1 Composing a transfered video and local video

Fig. 6: Video avatar using local video files.

Figure 7 shows a combination of transferred video and

local video. The head of the avatar is the transferred

image, and the rest is a preprocessed video file. For this

preprocessed video, we developed a technique to replay

the actions of the avatar. (This technique relates the work

of A. Schödl et al., Video Texture [16].)

We prepared high-resolution videos for each action

captured from different angles in a studio equipped with a

large blue back screen (Figure 8). By using motion track-

ing, we corrected the image’s size and position in the video

image, which usually changes as the actor walks about,

and made additional movies for connecting these actions

by using a morphing technique. We were able to obtain

Fig. 7: Combination of transferred video and local
video

Fig. 8: Studio where movies for creating the prepro-
cessed data are captured. A large space is needed to
capture a movie of a person walking.

a movie of a character whose size and position are fixed

in the video image and whose actions can be connected

without a gap.

Figure 9 shows how to replay the avatar’s action by

using prepared video. We classified its actions into two

groups, repeatable actions and connecting actions. Be-

ginning and ending frames of a repeatable action are the

same image, for the purpose connecting the end of the

action to the beginning of itself seamlessly. We call these

connecting images standard images. A connecting action

begins from one of the standard images and ends with an-

other standard image for the purpose of connecting two

repeatable actions. This method enables us to switch the

action of the video image seamlessly using simple com-

mands. The preprocessed movie for an avatar walking

enables precise control of the billboard’s movement in ac-

cordance with the motion on video.

However, replaying and jumping are costly tasks for

walking
(back)

walking
(right)

walking
(left)

turn
(front to left)

turn
(left to back)

walking
(front)

Repeat Repeat

Change action

Movie file

connecting actionrepeatable action

A standard image
(front) A standard image

(front)

A standard image
(left)

A standard image
(left)

Change action

...

Fig. 9: Switching actions in a video source



CPUs and memories, because these switching actions break

the pipeline for playing the movie. Switches cause mo-

mentary pauses in the video, because of memory cache

swapping. This limited the resolution of the movies we

made. Another problem related to variations of angles

for the avatar. Our avatar could walk in four directions

(front, left, right and back). Figure 10 shows directions of

which this number of angles allows for an avatar walking

when the viewpoint of the audience is fixed. Paths on

which the avatar can walk are on a circle centered at a

viewpoint of the audience. Although a lack of avatar an-

gles rigidly constrains the presenter’s freedom in moving

the avatar, the file size of movie will grow if we allow for

more angles. The bigger the movie grows, the greater the

probability of pausing becomes.

Front

Left

Right

Back

Audience’s
viewpoint

Avatar

Avatar’s movements
are restricted by 

the audience’s viewpoint

Fig. 10: Number of angles in preprocessed movie and
viewpoint restricts avatar walking directions.

Therefore, this video composition method is suited to

the case where the viewpoint of the audience is fixed and

the avatar moves in only a few directions. Otherwise, we

see inconsistencies in avatar’s walking directions and the

images of the avatar.

3.2.2 Composing 2D & 3D

Composition of transferred video and a local body of

polygon accords a more flexible solution compared with

the movie composition.

We can far more easily make a polygon avatar con-

sistent with a 3D virtual environment than a pure video

avatar made from a 2D image. Figure 13 illustrates the

movement of avatar’s legs and a billboard on which an

avatar’s upper body is displayed. For legs of polygon,

one can use inverse kinematics [17], which assure lower

body action consistent with the geometry of virtual envi-

ronment. Therefore, all we have to be concerned with is

the consistency of the lower body with the angles of the

billboard and video images on it. Although we can make

the 3D model angle a continuous value, an angle of the

video image is a discrete value unless we interpolate these

images. For the consistency of these angles, we have to

design the image capture hardware on the presenter side

taking into account a number of angles that the avatar

requires.

Fig. 11: Video avatar using polygon models.

Fig. 12: Combination of 2D video image and 3D
model

Two factors affect the design of the capture system for

the camera switching method. First, if the angle of the

polygon parts (i.e., legs) differs from that of the video im-

age (i.e., upper body), the composition image looks odd.

Second, when we switch from one active camera to an-

other, we observe a discontinuity in the video images, if

they are not interpolated.

Concerning the first factor, a small difference in these

angles is not unnatural because the human spine is flex-

ible. We estimate that the admissible angle for the dif-

ference between the directions of upper and lower body is

±10 degrees.

Regarding the second factor, interpolation of images

can solve this problem. However, in the current imple-

mentation we do not interpolate them because we regard

that a discontinuous gap does not impair communication

as much as distortion caused by a possible error in the in-



Movement of
	 billboard

Movement of
polygon legs

Fig. 13: Movement of a billboard in accordance with
environment geometry

terpolation. Therefore, a large number of cameras is the

better, as far as this problem is concerned.

Figure 14 shows a picture of our prototype system. At

interval of 20 degrees, nine cameras are fixed on a half-

round table around the presenter.

20

Fig. 14: This prototype capture system consistes with
9 cameras and a chroma-key cloth behind the presen-
ter.

We did not place cameras behind the user, because

chroma-key color cloth did not cover the presenter’s front.

For replacement of the presenter’s behind images, we used

static textures prepared locally in the viewer system.

3.3 Control of network load

Although each image of the presenter is relatively small,

the number of images for each angle becomes large if there

are many cameras. In transferring the video images, the

sending system must dynamically respond to the demand

for information of the receiving system. The information,

about which the image sending system has to know, is the

angle of the avatar image and its display size.

When the avatar system faces a bottleneck in network

performance, we can maintain the frame rate ( rapid ges-

tures are used in non-verbal communication) by reducing

the resolution of the image. Therefore an avatar distant

from the viewpoint of the audience may be most compre-

hesible when network bottlenecks limits the data transfer.

We implement this switching of resolution in accordance

with the distant between the viewpoint and the avatar.

Fig. 15: Feedback of information

4. Conclusion

For the purpose of an implementation of a practical

video avatar, we have propounded two design concepts.

• The transferred images for creating the avatar should

be augumented with locally prepared data. The lo-

cally prepared data of which the geometrical informa-

tion has been previously calculated can vastly reduce

the amount of real-time processing.

• We select and resize the avatar’s image in accordance

with the virtual environment of the application in or-

der to reduce the network load. As we assure informa-

tion for adequate presence, we reducethe network load

and cost of data transfer with respect to frame rate.

There are two possible implementations of the prepro-

cessed data, i.e., using a movie and using a 3D model.

Our future work will be about controlling network

load. In particular, when the system transfers images

of multiple body parts of the presenter, the importance

(weight) of the transferred data should be controlled in

accordance with the context of the communication.
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